Effective immediately the 24650 enhancements listed below will be available for the E, T, and TU 24650 Systems.

- **SSG Vertical Mullion** (Part Added: E24670)
- **SSG Split Vertical Expansion Mullion** (Parts Added: E24671, E24672)
- **SSG Outside 90 Degree Split Mullions** (Parts Added: E24673, E24674)
- **Horizontal for SSG Vertical Mullion** (Parts Added: E/T/TU24675)
- **Standard and Shallow Face Covers for the Horizontal for SSG Vertical Mullion** (Parts Added: E24676, E24677)
- **Glazing Pocket Reducers for SSG Mullions** (E24678, E24679)

**THESE ACCESSORY ITEMS WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE:**

- **Water Diverters for SSG Mullions and SSG OS 90 Degree Corners** (P2466, P2467)
- **Shear Clip for Horizontal at SSG Mullions** (P2468)
- **OS 90 Drill Guide** (P2469)

The price book and product data have been updated on the website.